Closing Grain & Soybean Comments
Kevin Riesberg Monday July 15, 2013
SOY-COMPLEX: Old crop soybeans surged higher today with NOPA crush running stronger than expected at 119
mln bu vs the expected 117 mln bu. Crush in Iowa was up from May even with some plants having down time.
US Crush for July and Aug now needs to be slashed
to less than 110 mln bu each month to keep under
the USDA projection OR the USDA needs to raise its
current 1.660 bln bu number in the August 12th
report. If the rate of June crush holds along with
the export shipment pace the last 2 weeks, then the
US would run out of beans the 1st week of
September. So to avoid this will require stronger
demand rationing than what was seen back in the
summer of 2004, see the chart below. That
particular year the processors started to roll their
bean bids from the August contract to the Sept and
Nov starting about the middle of July. Some
processors are currently under the Nov but most are
still under the Aug for now. Cash crush margins
continue to run near $1.00 bu so the
incentive is still there to crush beans.
Trade notes that soybean maturity is
running behind in some key southern
states and will be watching to see if
some catch up can be made with
favorable weather. Crop ratings saw
G/E drop 2% this
afternoon (65% now).
Weather forecasts still
don't see the ridge locking
in place short term but
August remains the critical
concern. Nov beans
followed the rally in old
crop with support being
seen at the $12.50 area.
Hard resistance for Nov
beans remains at the
$13.00 level though.

CORN: The corn market
struggled with most of the
weakness seen in the
Sept contract and the
Sept/Dec spread as funds
were net sellers of about 5,000 contracts. Perception by the trade is that weather is almost ideal for pollination
with no extreme heat and adequate subsoil moisture. Parts are of the WCB are starting to run on the dry side but
the models indicate that these areas are to see some moisture this week/next week. Interesting to compare the
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Vegetative Index maps from NOAA for ending July 11 vs last year and 2009 (record yield that year).
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While the IN, OH, and KY were under cloud cover this last
period, it appears they are in very good condition vs last
year or 2009. Iowa and parts of MN though are considerably
lighter than year ago or 2009. Hence the trade will be
watching closely the coverage and moisture amounts in the
WCB the next 10 days. This afternoon's conditions showed a
2% drop in G/E to 66%. Just 16% of the crop is silking vs
35% avg.
Old crop corn basis continues to surge higher with the
weaker board. Farmer movement is at a dead stall for both
old crop and new crop. Many markets are up 5-10 cents on
nearby or for August slot. Weekly export inspections were
even better than expected at 16.2 mln bu (vs 8-12 mln
estimates). USDA announced another 120k tons of new crop corn was sold to unknown destinations, which the
trade assumed was for China. Yet this had little on the impact on the markets though traders are aware that the
last time Dec corn dipped below $5.00 it found some interest from the Chinese govt. Would expect to see firmer
trade overnight based on the crop ratings.
WHEAT: Wheat prices were off with harvest moving along in the US and also gaining speed in Europe. Russian
and European prices continue to move lower on the harvest pressure while here in the US wheat basis is holding
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the KC Sept/Dec spread narrowing into 15 1/2 cents at one point today. Export news was quiet over the weekend
other than Russia is now looking to give some aid to Egypt in the form of wheat. US weekly export inspections
were neutral at 24.45 mln bu vs estimates of 23-28 mln bu. Look for firmer trade tonight. Have a good afternoon!

This material has been prepared by a sales or trading employee or agent of R.J. O’Brien and is, or is in the nature of, a solicitation. This
material is not a research report prepared by R.J. O’Brien’s Research Department. By accepting this communication, you agree that you are an
experienced user of the futures markets, capable of making independent trading decisions, and agree that you are not, and will not, rely solely on
this communication in making trading decisions.
DISTRIBUTION IN SOME JURISDICTIONS MAY BE PROHIBITED OR RESTRICTED BY LAW. PERSONS IN POSSESSION OF THIS
COMMUNICATION INDIRECTLY SHOULD INFORM THEMSELVES ABOUT AND OBSERVE ANY SUCH PROHIBITION OR
RESTRICTIONS. TO THE EXTENT THAT YOU HAVE RECEIVED THIS COMMUNICATION INDIRECTLY AND SOLICITATIONS
ARE PROHIBITED IN YOUR JURISDICTION WITHOUT REGISTRATION, THE MARKET COMMENTARY IN THIS
COMMUNICATION SHOULD NOT BE CONSIDERED A SOLICITATION.
The risk of loss in trading futures and/or options is substantial and each investor and/or trader must consider whether this is a suitable
investment. Past performance, whether actual or indicated by simulated historical tests of strategies, is not indicative of future results. Trading
advice is based on information taken from trades and statistical services and other sources that R.J. O’Brien believes are reliable. We do not
guarantee that such information is accurate or complete and it should not be relied upon as such. Trading advice reflects our good faith judgment
at a specific time and is subject to change without notice. There is no guarantee that the advice we give will result in profitable trades.
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